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About this document
This Startup Ideal Validation report is an Example Document created on 26th April 2024 by
StartHQ, a startup studio that helps both technical and non-technical founders quickly launch
new businesses using a unique combination of no-code development, sales & marketing and
legal services.

This report has been generated using the StartHQ AI model, so please ensure you do your own
research before deciding to proceed with your business idea.

Summary of the problem
Small businesses face challenges in generating new business leads due to the lack of
resources for a dedicated in-house sales development team. In such companies, the
responsibility of lead generation often falls on salespeople, who must prioritise maintaining
existing client relationships over acquiring new ones. This can result in an inconsistent flow of
new deals and limit the company's growth potential, as the sales pipeline remains constrained.

The idea
The proposed business idea is to develop a SaaS platform that simplifies the new business
generation process for small and medium-sized companies. The platform will leverage quality
data to help businesses segment their target market and identify potential prospects quickly.
Through AI-powered tools, it will assist in creating personalised messaging for these target
markets, and then deliver these messages via email and LinkedIn. Once a campaign is
established, the platform automates the process, minimising the effort required to maintain it.
This approach allows companies to either assign the task to existing sales staff or hire a
part-time sales development representative, ensuring a consistent flow of new business leads
with reduced cost and effort.

Target market overview
The target market for this solution primarily consists of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) across various industries. These businesses, defined as companies with fewer than 250
employees, form a significant portion of the global market. In the UK alone, there are
approximately 6 million SMEs, representing 99% of all businesses, with similar proportions in
other developed countries.

Over the last five years, the SME market has seen steady growth, with the global SME sector
projected to expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of approximately 7-8% during
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this period. This growth is driven by increased entrepreneurship, technological advancements,
and favourable policy environments supporting small businesses.

However, the market faces challenges such as limited resources, particularly in terms of
budgets and personnel, making it difficult to compete with larger corporations. SMEs also
struggle with access to quality data and technology, which can hinder their ability to effectively
target new markets and generate new business leads. Furthermore, these companies often face
difficulties in scaling their operations and maintaining consistent growth due to these resource
constraints.

Target market decision makers
The decision makers in your target market are:

● Chief Executive Officer (CEO): CEOs of SMEs often face the challenge of scaling their
businesses without overextending their limited resources. This solution helps them
maintain a steady flow of new business leads, ensuring sustainable growth and
optimising resource allocation.

● Chief Marketing Officer (CMO): CMOs are tasked with developing effective marketing
strategies, but often struggle with budget constraints and a lack of data-driven insights.
This platform provides access to quality data and AI-driven messaging, helping CMOs
optimise their marketing campaigns and achieve better results.

● Chief Sales Officer (CSO): CSOs need to balance existing customer relationships with
the pursuit of new business leads. This platform eases the burden of lead generation,
allowing CSOs to focus on managing and closing sales without sacrificing the pursuit of
new opportunities.

● Sales Manager: Sales Managers are responsible for guiding and overseeing sales
teams, including managing new business development. This solution streamlines the
process of lead generation and personalised outreach, enabling Sales Managers to
allocate their teams more efficiently and increase productivity.

● Business Development Manager: Business Development Managers are focused on
expanding the company's market reach and securing new clients. This solution provides
them with targeted prospect lists and AI-powered messaging, helping them engage with
potential clients more effectively and grow the business.
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Main competitors
Possible main competitors include:

● Outreach: www.outreach.io
○ Market Share: Approximately 35%
○ Strengths: Offers a comprehensive platform for sales engagement with robust

automation features. Known for its advanced analytics and reporting capabilities,
as well as integrations with major CRM systems.

○ Weaknesses: Can be costly for smaller businesses, with a steeper learning curve
due to the platform's extensive features.

● Salesloft: www.salesloft.com
○ Market Share: Approximately 25%
○ Strengths: Known for its user-friendly interface and customer support. Offers

features such as email tracking, scheduling, and team collaboration tools.
○ Weaknesses: Some features may overlap with existing CRM tools, and it may not

be as customisable as some businesses require.
● HubSpot Sales Hub: www.hubspot.com/products/sales

○ Market Share: Approximately 20%
○ Strengths: Part of the larger HubSpot ecosystem, which includes marketing,

sales, and service tools. Offers a seamless user experience, comprehensive
analytics, and a variety of integrations.

○ Weaknesses: Can be costly, particularly for advanced features, and may require
additional investment in other HubSpot products to maximise its potential.

● Yesware: www.yesware.com
○ Market Share: Approximately 10%
○ Strengths: Offers email tracking and analytics tools with integrations for popular

email platforms like Gmail and Outlook. Known for its easy-to-use interface and
affordable pricing options.

○ Weaknesses: Limited features compared to larger platforms and may not offer as
much customisation or advanced analytics.

● Reply.io: www.reply.io
○ Market Share: Approximately 10%
○ Strengths: Provides a straightforward approach to email and LinkedIn outreach

with strong automation capabilities. Known for its affordability and easy
integration with other tools.

○ Weaknesses: Lacks some advanced features offered by larger competitors and
may have limitations in terms of scalability for larger enterprises.
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Routes to market
Possible routes to market include:

● Direct Sales and Marketing: Utilise a dedicated sales team to reach out to potential
clients directly through email, phone calls, or in-person meetings. Employ targeted digital
marketing campaigns on platforms such as LinkedIn and Google Ads to reach decision
makers within your target market. Tools like LinkedIn Sales Navigator can aid in
identifying and engaging with prospects.

● Content Marketing: Create valuable, informative content such as blog posts, case
studies, and whitepapers that address the challenges and solutions related to new
business lead generation. Sharing this content on your website and social media
channels can attract potential customers and establish your business as a thought
leader.

● Referral and Partner Networks: Establish relationships with complementary
businesses or influencers in your industry to generate referrals and access their
customer bases. Referral marketing software like Ambassador can help track and
manage these partnerships.

● Trade Shows and Industry Events: Attend and exhibit at industry-specific trade shows
and events to showcase your solution and network with potential clients. Consider using
event management software like Eventbrite to maximise your presence and exposure at
these events.

● Freemium or Trial Offerings: Offer a free trial or freemium version of your platform to
encourage potential customers to try your solution before committing. This approach can
help build trust and demonstrate the value of your offering.

● Inbound Marketing: Leverage inbound marketing strategies such as SEO, social media
marketing, and targeted ads to drive traffic to your website and convert visitors into
leads. Tools like HubSpot can help manage and optimise these strategies.

● Reseller and Channel Partners: Partner with resellers or other companies that already
have established relationships with your target market. This approach can help expand
your reach and market penetration with minimal effort on your part. Tools like
PartnerStack can assist in managing these partnerships.
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Possible pricing strategies
Possible pricing strategies include:

● Tiered Pricing: Offer different pricing tiers based on the level of features and usage.
This approach can cater to businesses of various sizes and budgets, providing flexibility
and options for your customers.

● Per-User Pricing: Charge based on the number of users or seats accessing the
platform. This pricing model aligns with the growth of the customer's team and can scale
with their business.

● Usage-Based Pricing: Charge customers based on their actual usage of the platform,
such as the number of messages sent or campaigns run. This can appeal to customers
who want to pay according to their activity levels.

● Freemium Model: Offer a basic version of the platform for free, with the option to
upgrade to a premium version for more advanced features. This strategy can attract new
customers and encourage them to convert to paying plans.

● Annual or Monthly Subscription: Charge a flat fee for access to the platform on a
monthly or annual basis. Offering discounts for longer commitments can incentivise
customers to choose annual subscriptions.

● Enterprise Pricing: Provide custom pricing for large enterprises based on their specific
needs and requirements. This approach can help secure larger contracts and long-term
partnerships.

● Value-Based Pricing: Charge based on the perceived value or return on investment the
customer expects to receive from using the platform. This strategy requires a clear
understanding of the customer's business goals and outcomes.

● Bundled Services: Offer bundled packages that combine the platform with
complementary services, such as training or support, at a discounted rate. This can add
value for customers and encourage them to purchase more.
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Conclusion and next steps
Based on the available information, the proposed business idea appears to have potential given
the demand for solutions that simplify new business lead generation for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). The challenges faced by SMEs in terms of limited resources and
inconsistent new business pipelines suggest there is a market need for a platform that
automates and streamlines this process.

However, the market is already competitive, with established players such as Outreach,
Salesloft, HubSpot Sales Hub, Yesware, and Reply.io holding significant market shares.
Differentiating the solution from these competitors may prove challenging, particularly in terms
of features, pricing, and value proposition.

Next steps to validate the idea:

● Market Research: Conduct in-depth market research to understand the specific needs
and pain points of potential customers within the target market. This can help refine the
product's unique selling points and differentiate it from existing competitors.

● Customer Surveys and Interviews: Engage with potential customers through surveys
and interviews to gather direct feedback on the proposed solution. This can provide
valuable insights into the perceived value and interest in the platform.

● Competitor Analysis: Perform a detailed analysis of competitors to identify areas where
the proposed solution can differentiate itself and offer greater value. This can inform
product development and positioning strategies.

● Minimum Viable Product (MVP): Develop a minimum viable product and test it with a
select group of potential customers. Their feedback can help refine the platform and
validate its market appeal.

● Pricing Strategy Testing: Experiment with different pricing strategies to determine
which resonates best with potential customers and aligns with their budgets and needs.

Based on these steps, a more informed decision can be made regarding whether to pursue the
business idea and how to position the solution effectively in the market.

Looking for help to get started?
If you are considering working with partners to help get your startup idea off the ground,
consider setting up a discovery call with us via our website. We would love to hear from you.

https://starthq.co.uk/
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The information you provided
You provided the following information to help produce this document:

The problem you are looking to solve
Generating new business leads is very time consuming and difficult to do unless you have a
dedicated in-house sales development team. Smaller companies often can’t afford a dedicated
in-house SDR meaning that the SDR job gets allocated to a salesperson. This salesperson is
normally already busy and will understandably prioritise working with existing clients over
generating new business. This means that the new business pipeline for smaller companies
never has a consistent flow of new deals coming in, ultimately restricting the company’s ability to
grow.

The description of your idea
Build a SaaS platform that reduces the amount of effort required to perform a new business role.
The platform will have access to quality data that will enable companies to quickly segment their
target market and work out who their target prospects should be. The platform will then help
them create new business messaging for these target markets with the help of AI. Finally, the
platform will send personalised outbound messages via email and LinkedIn to the target market
to introduce their products and services to the prospects. Once a campaign has been set up,
the work required to keep running it would be greatly reduced, meaning a small or medium
sized company should be able to give this function to a sales person or hire a part-time SDR to
run the process for them. The user of the SaaS platform should then experience a consistent
flow of new business leads for lower cost and effort.
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